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If you see this message, it means that you are having trouble loading external resources from the Web site. If you're behind a web filter, make sure your domain is unblocked kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org. Mesopotamia (greek lysis between the two rivers) is an ancient region in the eastern Mediterranean, bordered southeast by the
Zagros and Arabian Plateau, mostlying in Iraq, as well as parts of modern Iran, Syria and Turkey. The name Two Rivers refers to the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, and is known as Al Jazeera (the island) by the Arabs, who refer to what the Egyptian scholar J.H. Breste later referred to as the fertile crescent where the Mesopotamian
civilization began. Unlike the unified civilizations of Egypt or Greece, Mesopotamia was a collection of diverse cultures with a genuine bond only to scripts, gods, and attitudes toward women. For example, acard's social customs, laws, and even language cannot be assumed to match the language of Babylon. But women's rights, the
importance of literacy, and the pantheon of the gods actually appear to have been shared throughout the region (although the gods have different names in different regions and periods). As a result, Mesopotamia should be better understood as an region that produces multiple empires and civilizations, not a single civilization.
Nevertheless, Mesopotamia is known as the cradle of civilization, mainly due to two developments in the Sumerian region in the fourth-generation BCE: the rise of the city today as we recognize its reality. The invention of writing (writing is also known for its development in Egypt, but in The Indus Valley, in China, and in Mesoamerica,
taken form independently). The invention of the wheel is also credited to Mesopotamia, and in 1922 archaeologist Sir Leonard Woolley from CE discovered the remains of two four-wheeled carriages, [at the site of your ancient city] of the oldest wheeled vehicle in history, along with their leather tires (Bertman, 35). Other important
developments or inventions credited to Mesopotamia are not limited to animals, agriculture, common tools, sophisticated weapons and wars, tanks, wines, beer, time, minutes and hours boundaries, religious rituals, sails (sailboats) and irrigation. Orientalist Samuel Noah Kramer actually listed 39 'first' of human civilizations originating from
Sumerian. Here's the first school, The first case of 'apple polishing', the first case of 'apple polishing', the first case of juvenile delinquency, the first 'war of nerves', the first sheep camera congress, the first historian, the first case of tax reduction, the first legal precedent, the first legal precedent, the first pharmacy, the first 'farmer's
almanaq', the first 'farmer's almanaque', the first farmer Almana, the first farmer Almana, the first farmer Almana, the first farmer almana, the first farmer almana. The first 'Farmer's Almanaq', the first 'Farmer's Almanaq', the first 'Farmer's Almanaq', the first 'Farmer's Almanaq', The first 'Farmer's Almanaq', the first 'Farmer's Almanaq', the
first 'Farmer's Almanaq', the first 'Farmer's Almanaq', the first 'Farmer's Almanaq', the first 'Farmer's Almanak', the first 'Farmer's Almanaq', the first almana farmer's almana, the first almana farmer,' the first farmer's almana, the first farmer' In shade tree gardening, man's first universe and cosmology, the first moral ideal, the first 'work', the
first proverb and the horse, the first animal fable, the first literary discussion, the first bible parallels, the first 'Noah', the first story of the resurrection, the first 'St. George', the first case, the first 'St. George', the first case, the first case of love, the first man love the first golden age , the first 'sick' society, the first liturgical mourning, the first
Messiah, the first long-distance champion, the first literary image, the first sex symbol, the first mater dolorosa, the first lullaby, the first literary portrait, the first elegance, the first victory of labor, the first aquarium. The lion of Babylon [Detail] has revealed a human settlement dating from Mesopotamia to 10,000 BC, indicating that the fertile
conditions of the land between the two rivers can settle on land by over-snapping (copyrighted) archaeological excavations that began in ce in the 1840s, cattle animals, and ancient hunter collectors turning their attention to agriculture. Trade soon followed, and prosperity resulted in urbanization and the birth of cities. In general, writing is
thought to have been invented to track trade, the need for long-distance communication, and accounts more carefully. There were more than 1,000 gods in the Pantheon of the Gods of Mesopotamian culture. Mesopotamia was known as a place of study in ancient times and is believed to have been studied there by Millitusthales (c. 585
BCE, known as the First Philosopher). The Babylonians believed that water was the first principle in which everything else flowed, and it seems likely that the Thales had studied in the area because of its claim. Intellectual pursuits were highly regarded throughout Mesopotamia, and schools (mainly dedicated to priestly classes) were said
to be as much as temples and taught reading, writing, religion, law, medicine, and astrology. There were more than 1,000 gods and gods in the Pantheon of the Gods of Mesopotamian culture (among them the creation myth, Enuma Elysi). It is usually the oldest written story in the world, as biblical stories such as the fall of man and the
flood of Noah (among many others) originate from the story of Mesopotamia, as they first appeared in Mesopotamian works such as the mythology of Adafa and the epic of Gilgameshi. The Mesopotamians believed that they cooperated with the gods and that the earth was infused with souls and demons (although the devil should not be
understood in modern, Christian, or sensory). The beginning of the world was believed to be the victory of the gods against the forces of chaos, but it did not mean that chaos could not come again despite the gods' victories. The people of Mesopotamia felt that their daily rituals, their interest in Gods, proper funeral practices, and simple
civic obligations helped them maintain the balance of the world. It prevented the forces of chaos and destruction. With the expectation that they would treat those who respected and respected the elders, the citizens of the earth also honored the gods through what they did every day. Map of Mesopotamia, 2000-1600 BCEby P L Kessler
(Copyright) Jobs worked for both men and women, since ancient Mesopotamia was essentially a farming society, the main occupation was growing crops and raising livestock (Bertman, 274). Other professions included clerks, therapists, craftsmen, craftsmen, potters, shoemakers, fishermen, teachers, priests, or priests. Bertman wrote:
The heads of society had kings and priests serving the most populous staff of the palaces and temples. With the system of standing armies and the proliferation of imperialism, military officers and professional soldiers took their place in mesopotamia's expanding and diverse workforce. (274) Women enjoyed almost equal rights and were
able to own land, file for divorce, own their own business, and make transactions. The early brewers of beer and wine, as well as the therapists in the community, were initially women. These transactions were later taken over by men, and it seems obvious when they were a lucrative job. However, it was not simply considered a
profession, but it contributed to the contribution to the community and the gods' efforts to maintain and harmonize the peace of the gods. Buildings and government temples, all in the center of the city (often on raised platforms), also symbolize the divine importance of the city's patrons to be worshipped by any community where the city
presided over. Mesopotamia was the first city in the world built from sun-dried bricks. Bertman's words: The domestic architecture of Mesopotamia grew up in its soil. Unlike Egypt, Mesopotamia was a barren stone that could be quarryed for construction, especially in the south. The land was not equally wood- and had abundant resources,
such as the muddy branches of the river bank and the rushes and reeds that grew up in the wetlands. Together with them, Mesopotamia built the world's first pillared, arched and roofed structure. (285) Simple houses are built together with bundles of Rad and inserted into the ground, while more complex homes are built with sun-dried
clay bricks (later practiced then by the Egyptians). The city and temple complex, with their famous ziggurats (local aboriginal step pyramid structures), were all then built using oven-baked bricks of painted clay. Before the king's concept, the priests' rulers were believed to have directed the law in accordance with religious lessons. The
gods were thought to be present in the planning and execution of certain architectural projects, and very specific prayers were recited in a prescribed order for the proper Deity The success of the project and the importance to the prosperity of the residents of the home. No kingdom or empire across Mesopotamia has diminished the
important role of the gods in people's lives at any historical time. This reverence for God characterized the life of field workers and kings. Historian Helen Chapin Metz wrote: The instability of the existence of southern Mesopotamia led to a high religious sense. Cult centres such as Eridu, which dates back to 5000 BC, served as an
important center of pilgrimage and dedication even before Sumerian's rise. Many of the most important Mesopotamian cities have emerged in the areas surrounding the center of the Sumerian war, strengthening close ties between religion and government. (2) The king's role was established at some point after 3600 BC, and unlike the
former priestly rulers, the king treated the people directly and made his will clear through the laws of his own devising. Before the king's concept, the priests' rulers were believed to have directed the law in accordance with religious lessons and received sacred messages through signs and signs. While the king still admired and harassed
the gods, he was considered to be sufficiently representative of them enough to use his voice to express his will through his own instructions. Shalmaneser IIIby Ali Kalamchi (copyright) This is most clearly seen in The Famous Law of Hammurabi in Babylon (r. 1792-1750 BCE), but the rulers who claimed direct contact with the gods were
very common throughout the history of Mesopotamia, especially from the Akkadian King Naram (r. 2261-2224 BCE) who proclaimed himself the incarnation of God. The king was responsible for the welfare of the people, and the good king, who ruled according to the divine will, was recognized for the prosperity of the region he ruled.
Nevertheless, even highly efficient rulers such as Arccard's Sargon (2334-2279 BCE) had to deal with ongoing rebellion and rebellion by factions and the entire region. Mesopotamia was a vast area with many cultures and ethnicities within its borders, so a ruler who wanted to enforce the laws of the central government would invariably
face some quarterly resistance. The history of Mesopotamia, and the development of a thriving civilization, is most easily understood by dividing the ages: the neolithic period before porcelain is also known as the Stone Age (c. 10,000 BCE evidence suggests human habitation much earlier). There is archaeological confirmation of early
signs of a war between crude settlements and tribes, mostly on fertile land for crops and fields for grazing cattle. During this period, the transition from hunter-gatherer culture to rural animals led to more and more animal livestock. Nevertheless, historian Mark Van de Mieroff notes: There Rather than a sudden change in hunting to
agriculture, it was not a slow process to increase people's reliance on resources that they managed directly, but rather hunting wildanimals to supplement their diets. Agriculture enables an increase in continuous settlement by people (12). As settlements increased, architectural development gradually became more sophisticated in the
construction of permanent residences. During this period there was extensive use of tools and clay pots, and certain cultures began to appear in fertile crescentes. Scholar Stephen Bertman says that in this day and age, stone tools and weapons have become more sophisticated, and the only cutting-edge technology is literally cutting
edge. Bertman pointed out that the Neolithic economy was mainly based on food production through agriculture and livestock (55), as opposed to the Stone Age, where the community was more dynamic. The development of architecture naturally followed in the aftermath of permanent settlement, as with the development of the
manufacture of ceramics and stone tools. The reconstruction of The Earthirat in the Urby Wikipedia (public domain) copper era (5,900 bc to 3,200 BCE) has been applied to the Chalkolitic era due to the transition from stone tools and weapons to copper. These periods include the so-called Ubaid period (c. 5000-4100 BCE), named after
The Tell al-Ubaid in Iraq, where the first temples in Mesopotamia were built and a wallless village developed in sporadic settlements in a single settlement. These villages were urbanized during the Uruk period (4100-2900 BC), particularly in Eridu, Uruk, Kish, Nuji, Ragash, Nipur, N'Girsu, and Elam, along with Sassashi. Eridu and your
have also been proposed, but the early cities are often cited as Uruk. Van de Mierov has been one of the densest urbanized areas in the ancient world (Bertman, 201) and cities along the Tigris and Euphrates, as well as establishing a far-fending trade system to generate great prosperity. This period saw the invention of the wheels (c.
3500 BCE) and writing (c. 3000 BCE), both by Sumerian, the establishment of a king to replace the reign of priests, and the world's first war recorded between the kingdoms of Sumerian and Elam (2700 BC) with Sumerian as a winner. During the early dynasties (2900-2334 BCE), all developments of the Uruk period were developed and
cities and governments generally stabilized. As the region's prosperity grew, it used ornate temples and statues, stylish ceramics and dolls, toys for children (including dolls for girls, wheels for boys), and personal seals (known as cylinder seals) to show ownership of the property. We support the signature of the individual. Cylinder seals
can be compared to modern IDENTIFICATION or driver's licenses, and in fact, the loss or theft of seals would have been as important as modern identity theft or credit card loss. During the early Bronze Age (3,000 - 2119 BCE), bronze replaced copper with materials made of tools and weapons. The rise of the city-state laid the foundation
for economic and political stability, which will eventually lead to the rise of the Akkadian Empire (2334-2218 BCE) and the rapid growth of the cities of two Akkad and Marie in the most prosperous city center of the time. The cultural stability required for the creation of art in the region is the result of the elaborate design of architecture and
sculpture, as well as the following inventions or improvements: plows and wheels, tanks and sailboats, and cylinder seals, the single most unique art forms of ancient Mesopotamia and a universal demonstration of the importance of property and the importance of everyday life. (Bertman, 55-56) The Akcardian Empire of The King Sagan is
the world's first multinational realm and the first author of a literary work known by its name as Sargon's daughter Enheduana (l.2285-2250 BCE). Marie's library contained more than 20,000 cuneiform tablets and the palace was considered one of the finest products in the region. King Hammurabi of Babylon (1792-1750 BCE) rose from
relative ambiguity to conquer and rule the region for 43 years. The rise of the Babylonian dynasty (babylon and caldera center) in the Middle Ages (2119-1700 BCE) and the expansion of the Assyrian Kingdom (Assur, Nimrud, Charukin, Dur, and Nineveh) created an atmosphere that helped in trade, and increased the war. The fierce
nomadic Guthiti, who succeeded in destroying the Acadia Empire, dominated the politics of Mesopotamia until it was defeated by the Allies of the Sumerian king. For 43 years, Babylon's king, Hammurabi, had a relatively seclusion to conquer and rule the region. Among his many accomplishments was his famous code of law, engraved on
the monuments of the gods. Babylon became a leading center during this period of high achievement in the pursuit of intellectuals, in art and in letters. However, the cultural center did not last, and the Hiati, who was then succeeded by kassites, were fired and sacked. The rise of the Late Bronze Age (1700-1100 BCE) of the Kassi-sit
dynasty (a tribe believed to have originated from modern Iran from the Zagros Mountains in the north) led to a change in power and the expansion of culture and learning after Kasite conquered Babylon. The collapse of the Bronze Age followed the discovery of how to mine ore and use iron, with Kassites, a technique that previously made
singular use in the HeatTitz War. Period They saw the beginning of the decline of Babylonian culture with the rise of Kasite's power until they were defeated and kicked out by Elamit. After the Ellimites gave way to Aramaian, the Kingdom of Assyrian began a series of successful campaigns, and the Assyrian Empire was firmly established
and prospered under the rule of Tiglas-Phileser I (1115-1076 BCE), and then incorporated Ashna sirpal II (R. 884-859). Most mesopotamian states were destroyed or weakened after bronze age collapse c. 1250-c.1150 BCE, leading to a short dark age. Ashnasirpal II Wall Relief By Geni (CC BY-SA) Iron Age (1000 - 500 BCE) This era
saw the rise and expansion of the neo-Assyrian Empire from Tiglas Filler III (r. 745-727 BCE) and the meteoric rise of the empire rose to power and conquest under the control of the superpowers. The 722-705 BCE), Senacheev (R. 705-681 BCE), Esahadidon (681-669 BCE) and Ashvanipal (bcE 668-627 BCE) empire declined rapidly
due to repeated attacks on the central cities of Bavilonia, Medez, and Sitian. The Houthis and The Mitani clan consolidated their powers during this period, and the neo-Shiites and neo-Babylonian empires emerged. King Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylon (605/604-562 BCE) during this period destroyed Jerusalem (588 BC) and drove the
Israelites into Babylonian exile. He was also responsible for extensive construction in Babylon, creating famous buildings such as the Ishtar Gate and the Great Geolat (Tower of Babel). Babylonian culture effectively ended in 539 BC when Babylon fell to Cyrus II in Persia. After Cyrus II took over Babylon, most of Mesopotamia became
part of the THe Persian Empire &amp; I saw a rapid cultural decline. The classic ancient (500 BC – 7th century CE) cyrus II after (d. 530 BC) took Babylon, most of Mesopotamia became part of the Akemenid Persian Empire, this period saw a rapid cultural decline in the region, especially in the loss of knowledge of cuneiform scripts. The
conquest of the Persians by Alexander the Great in 331 BC brought about the hellishization of culture and religion, but the age of glory was in the past, even though Alexander tried to make Babylon a city of consequence again. After his death, Alexander's general Selukus seized control of the region and established the Seleusid dynasty,
which ruled until 126 BC, when the Partians, dominated by stillborn (persian people), conquered the land. Under stillbirth, Bertman lay in the ruins of Mesopotamia, the field dried up or turned into a swamp, and once a great city created a ghost town (58). By the time the Roman Empire (115-117 CE) was conquered, Mesopotamia was
largely a helled-out region, and there was no unity. Old gods and old ways. Through the introduction of better roads and plumbing, the Romans greatly improved the infrastructure of the colonies and brought roman laws to the ground. Nevertheless, the region was constantly caught up in a war in which roman emperors, along with other
nations, seized the land. Once known as Mesopotamia, the region's entire culture was swept away by the last conquest of the region by Muslim Arabs in the 7th century CE, which led to the unification of law, language, religion and culture under Islam. Bertman's 651CE Islamic conquest ended the history of ancient Mesopotamia (58).
Today, the large cities along the Tigris and Euphrates rivers are unexcavated and broken bricks on dry plains, and the once fertile crescent is steadily shrinking into the wasteland due to human factors (such as agricultural pursuits and land abuse through urban development) and climate change. Queen of the Night Plaqueby David Ferro
(CC BY) Heritage mesopotamia's heritage lasts today through most of the most basic aspects of modern life, such as 60 seconds and sixty minutes. Helen Chapin Metz wrote that because the welfare of the community relied on close scrutiny of natural phenomena, scientific or proto-scientific activities took up most of the priests' time. For
example, the Sumerians believed that each of the gods was represented by numbers. The divine number 60 to God Was their basic calculation unit. The notation of the one-hour division and circle was the Sumerian concept. Highly developed agricultural systems and refined irrigation and underwater control systems that enabled Sumer to
achieve surplus production also led to the growth of the metropolis. (4) Urbanization, wheels, writing, astronomy, mathematics, wind power, irrigation, agricultural development, animal animal husbandies, and eventually rewritten in the Hebrew Bible, the stories that provide the basis for the Old Christian Testament all came from the land of
Mesopotamia. As mentioned, Kramer begins mesopotamia's 39 'first' in Sumerian, but what is as impressive as the 'first' is that Mesopotamia's contribution to world culture doesn't end with them. Mesopotamians influenced Egyptian and Greek culturethrough long-distance trade and cultural proliferation, and through this culture influenced
Roman culture, which set the standard for the development and proliferation of Western civilization. In general, Mesopotamia and Sumerian provided the world's longest-lasting cultural aspects, and although the city and the great palace sabefore disappeared, its heritage continued into the modern era. In the 19th century CE,
archaeologists from various nationalities arrived in Mesopotamia to dig up evidence to corroborate biblical stories in the Old Testament. At this time, the Bible The oldest book in the world and the story found on its page was thought to be the original composition. Archaeologists seeking physical evidence to support the biblical story found



exactly the exact opposite evidence after Kunifform was deciphered by scholar and translator George Smith (1840-1876 CE) in 1872. The story of the Deluge and Noah's Ark, the story of the fall of man, the concept of the Garden of Eden, and job's dissatisfaction were written centuries before the Biblical version of the Mesopotamians.
Once the cuneiform was read, the ancient world of Mesopotamia opened up to modern times and changed people's understanding of the world and its own history. The story of the discovery of sumerian civilization and the cuneiform tablets encourages new freedom sednups of intellectual exploration in all areas of knowledge. I came to
understand that the story of the Bible was not originally a Hebrew work, and the world was clearly older than the Church claimed, that it had occurred longer than before in Egypt, there was a depraved civilization, and if these claims by the church and school authorities were false, perhaps so would others. The spirit of exploration in the
late 19th century was already entering to challenge the paradigm of thought that was accepted when Smith deciphered the cuneiform, but the discovery of Mesopotamian culture and religion encouraged it even more. In ancient times, Mesopotamia influenced the world through inventions, innovations, and religious visions. In modern times
it literally changed the way people understand history and one's position in the ongoing story of human civilization. This document was reviewed prior to publication for the accuracy, reliability and compliance of academic standards. Page 2 la Mesopotamia (Sostivato pemminire del a€brégé composto daîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîe: cioè tra i
due fiumiós fiume: cioè tra i due fiumición unasa confinante a nordest con i monti@ a sud con l'altipiano saudita, e corrispondente per larga parte all'odierno Iraq e a porzioni di Iran, Siria e Turchia; i due fiumi di cui al toponimo sono il Tigri e l'Eufrate, e, e, e reifmento ala parte oriental di quella che l'egittologo J. E. Eust avrebbe poi definito
la Mezzaluna fertility, i geografi musulmani indicano i settentrion trai i'r coli coli. Si tratta dei luoghi dove ebbe inizio la civiltà mesopotamica. La culla della civiltà Diversamente dalle piú unificate e uniformi civiltà di Egitto e Grecia, la Mesopotamia era piuttosto un insieme di culture variety tenute insieme dal sistema di scrittura (il
cuneiforme), le pratiche religiose e le credenze mitiche, ed sociali elementi specifici specifici i la qualizione femminile; i diritti delle donne, l'importanza dell'alfabetizzazione e il panteon erano sí condivisi The entire region (the gods themselves were given different names depending on the period and region), however, beyond that, the
social customs of Akcard could no longer be assumed to be consistent with those of Babylon. As a result, Mesopotamia should be better understood not as a civilization, but as an area that produced the rotation of other empires and civilizations. It is mainly known as the cradle of civilization for two developments that occurred in the
Sumerian region in the AEC for four thousand years: the rise of the city as a social and logistical object with such a modern sense, the invention of writing (although an independent system developed in Egypt, inthe Indus Valley and China). The invention of the wheel was also attributed to mesopotamists, and in 1922, archaeologist
Leonard Reinfound the remains of two four-wheelwagon wagons [at the site of your ancient city]: finished with leather 'tires' (Bertman, 35), the oldest wheelvehicle ever excavated. Other inventions caused by them are domesticated of animals and are not limited to, but not limited to, the systemation of agricultural techniques; tools and
tools, the development of sophisticated weapons and organized war strategies; understanding of the fermentation of wine and beer; Time boundaries of hours, minutes and seconds; the systemation of complex religious rituals; Invention of navigation and irrigation. Orientalist Samuel Noah Kramer was able to add that his documented
primate list originated in Sumerian: the first school; In the first case of brave Lupian, there is a whining or juvenile delinquency testimony and written accusations; the first propaganda and counter-propaganda wars, as a psychological conflict; The first bisomeitor deliberation agency; The first historian; the first case of a reduction in the tax
burden; The first 'Moses'; the first case of a legal precedent; The first pharmactomy; First month/alchemy for 'Indobin Freer'; The first experiment of shade botanical garden ingenuity; The first device of human cosmology and cosmology; scrubwith the first moral ideal; The first 'payroll employment'; The first proverb and the words; the first
fairy tale with animals; The first literary discussion; The first 'Noah'; The first story of the resurrection; The first St. George to kill a dragon; The first case of literary loans; The first mythology 'Age of Heroes' or 'Golden Age'; The first love song; The first book catalog; The first complaints about 'corruption' and 'ray' society due to the 'bad' tax;
The first liturgical mourning; The first messiah; the first marathon champion; The first literary poetry; the first sexual symbol; The first mater dolorosa; The first lullaby; The first literary biography; first elegance; first trade union achievement; The first aquarium. Over-snapped by Babylon's Lion [Details] (copyright) Glee The archaeological
site, which began in the 1840s, excavated a Mesopotamian settlement dating back to 10,000 AEC, indicating that the fertiles of the region between the two rivers allowed nomad hunter hunters to settle there, tame animals, and devote themselves to agriculture. Trade followed, followed by a picnic that brought the city to prosperity. In
general, we believe that writing was invented as a result of transactions to better maintain inventory and allow long-distance communication. The Pantheon of Mesopotamian culture consisted of more than 1,000 gods. Mesopotamia was in ancient times known as a place of culture and learning, and The Thaletes of Milleltus (c. 585 BC, the
first philosopher) is believed to have studied there - above all, confirmed by the convergence of his system with the babylonian beliefs famous for its fusion of systems, and thales appear to be famous in the region. Research and intellectual activity were highly regarded in Mesopotamia, and in schools (mainly dedicated to the priestly
ranks), they were said to be as much as the temple itself, reading, writing, religion, law, medicine, and astrology. The Pantheon of Mesopotamian culture contains more than 1,000 gods and numerous myths, including the myth of creation, Enoma Elish. And biblical records are also believed to have originated from the Mesopotamian
tradition, and have a clear precedent in text, such as the mythology of Adafa and the epic of Gilgavis. The Mesopotamians believed that they were partners of the gods and that the earth was prevalent with spirits and demons (the latter is not understood in the modern Christian sense). The beginning of the world they believed in comes
from the victory of the gods against the forces of chaos, but a victory that does not prevent the return of chaos. Therefore, the Mesopotamians believed that they helped maintain the balance of the universe and to preserve the forces of destruction through routine rituals, proper hygiene practices, and even simple social obligations. What
happened every day was regarded as respect for the gods as much as respect for the elderly and mutual respect. The map of Mesopotamia, 2000-1600 BCEby P L Kessler (copyright) worked hard for both men and women, essentially rural socialites, and the main occupation was livestock cultivation and breeding (Bertman, 274). Other
occupations include clerks, therapists, craftsmen, craftsmen, potters, peas, fishermen, and priests. Bertman continued: In society, there were great palaces and priests serving by the temple staff. With the establishing of a stable army and the proliferation of aggressive imperialism, military officers and professional soldiers held prominent
positions in the expansion of Mesopotamian's workforce. (274) Women enjoyed almost equal rights, and they were able to own land, do business, divorce, and enter into commerce agreements. The first brewer and the first therapist in the community, as well as Cantinieri, were initially women. At that time, as their profits increased, these
activities later seemed to be carried out by men. But personal work was largely considered not mere employment but almost divine contribution to sociality, but as an effort to maintain world-harmony and peace to the Gods. Buildings and temples built on high platforms in the center of each city of government symbolize polygonal divine
excellence revered by other communities within the same realm of political and administrative influence. One of the world's first cities in Mesopotamia, it was built mainly from sun-dried bricks. Bertman continues again: the domestic architecture of Mesopotamia grew, so to speak, in the very soil he claims; Unlike Egypt, the earth between
the two rivers up in the south had no rocks to extract and build, and the relative absence of timber also led to the large-scale use of resources that were at the hands of the most: mud clay on the banks of the river, the rush of wetlands and the reeds - these materials were raised during the first non-megalease structure we remained:
pillars, arches, and arched structures (285). A typical mansion was built on a bearing structure of a bundle of reeds inserted into broken land tied together, while the most complex dwellings were eroded by dry bricks, a practice that was later adopted also in Egypt. The agency building and templar complex, built with the famous ziggurats
(a typical stair pyramid of the area), were built with baked clay bricks and then painted. Before the king's death, the priests were believed to have actually held the priesthood through religious laws and lessons. Since the gods were believed to preside over urban planning and construction sites, each project included reciting the most
important prayers for the success of the building and the prosperity of future residents. Whatever the dominant culture or kingdom, or any empire with supremacy throughout the entire region, the important role of the divine in everyday life during the historical period remains unchanged: this special and reverent religious ity As historian
Helen Chapin Metz pointed out, the existence of not only kings but also peasants is deep: the instability of the existence of southern Mesopotamia has greatly developed and created pervasive trust and devotion. Worship centres such as Eridu, which dates back to 5000 AEC, were pilgrims and devotees even before Sumerian's rise. Many
of the major Mesopotamian cities have emerged to the area around the Sumerian cultural sites, actually strengthening and strengthening the close relationship between religion and government (2). The monarch's role was established and stabilized after 3600 BC, and unlike the ruling priestclass preceded him, the king interacted directly
with his subjects and confirmed that his will was clear and his conceptic laws were enacted. Before the king's death, priests are believed to have de facto theology through religious laws and lessons interpreted as signs and wishes. The king instead, even in the eyes of the public, harassed and revered the gods, He is found in babylon's
famous Hammurabi Codex, which was considered powerful enough to interpret his will through his first man-voiced Shalmaniser IIIby Ali Kalamchi (copyright) (r. 1792-1750 BC) - although he had no qualifications for calling himself an incarnation, especially in the case of the king before, although he had no qualifications for calling himself
an incarnation (r 2261-2224 BC). The monarch was responsible for the welfare of the people, and the good king who ruled according to the divine will was considered to be reflected in the prosperity of the region under his control. Nevertheless, even efficient rulers such as Arkad's Sargon (2334-2279) had to stop the ongoing rebellion and
rebellion by factions and the region as a whole, challenging its legitimacy. Since Mesopotamia is a vast area inhabited by different ethnic and cultural groups, the attempts by one ruler to impose the laws of the central government were invariably resisted by some. In order to more linearly understand the complex history and substitution of
civilization, the history of Mesopotamia is better to adopt the following chronology: around 10,000 AEC pre-ceramic Neolithic, although archaeological evidence also suggests the seizure of previous human beings. From this period we have primitive settlements and undoubtedly the latter with good odds to be attributed to the first signs of
tribal warfare, fertile areas and control of grazing land. This early livestock economy can be read growing especially during periods marked by the abandonment of nomadic hunting and harvesting systems for settled agricultural cultures. Nevertheless, historian Mark Van de Note: Over the clear and definitive transition from hunting and
harvest to agriculture, while individuals increasingly relied on directly controlled resources, there was a long-term process that could and still replenish the diet with wildlife hunting. But agriculture allowed for continued growth and solid acceptance for people.12 As settlements grew, more sophisticated architectural approaches to
permanent housing construction became necessary over time. The wider use of neolithic ceramic (about 7000 AEC) ceramic utensils and ceramics is demonstrated at this time, and certain cultures begin to emerge in fertile crescents. According to scholar Stephen Bertman, in this age cutting-edge technology was precisely the creation of
tools, and its sophistication grew in both the creation of the lissik process and the creation of weapons. Bertman also pointed out that the Neolithic economy is mainly based on agriculture and livestock (55) and is more substantial than the previous stage of migration and volatility. Architectural innovations have been achieved naturally with
the continued assignment of ceramic manufacturing and the most advanced stone work. The reconstruction of The Earthlat of the Urvi Wikiwikiyyaru (public domain) Copper Era (5900-3200 AEC) includes the Calcolitic (Greece ααîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîîî, copper and close-to-riotos, stone. Named after The Tell al-Ubaid in Iraq, the largest number
of artifacts were found here. It will be a real city like Nipur, Nipur, N'Girsu and Elam. And the Euphrates riverbanks and cities farther away have built a narrow trading system that led to incredible prosperity at the time. The first true war was between the Kingdom of Sumerian and Elam (2700 BC). Proprodynamic period (2900) AEC) cities
and governments have stabilized, and innovations from earlier times have improved and spread. The prosperity of this area is demonstrated by the ornate decoration of temples and shrines, by the sophistication of dense dedication vases and dolls (including dolls and models of wagons for children) and the use of personal seals (rolled,
they imprint the relief design on the two-dimensional clay surface, to represent ownership as a personal signature), the latter can be compared to the current identity card or license , the loss of too many seals or theft today's credit card theft. During this period, the early Bronze Age (3000-2119 AEC) bronze replaced copper with tools and
materials of weapons. The rise of the city laid the foundation for economic and political stability that would lead to the rapid growth of the Arcadia Empire (2334-2218 BC) and the rapid growth of the city of Arccard and Marie, two of the most prosperous centers of its time. Cultural stability also results in more mature art language and more
complex designs and designs of architecture and sculpture, and from a number of certain basic inventions such as plows, wheels and tanks, sails, cylindrical seal - the most unique art form of ancient Mesopotamia and a universal demonstration of the importance of wealth in the daily life of the nation (Bertmanman). , 55-56). The Arkadik
Empire of the King Sargon was the world's first multinational kingdom, and his daughter Eneduyana (2285-2250 BC) was the first literary writer known to us. Marie's library kept more than 20,000 books in her cuneiform tablet, and the same building was considered the most distinct building in the area. Babylon's king, Murabi, came from
relative ambiguity, but he came to power for 43 years. The Middle Ages (2119-1700 BC) extended the Assyrian kingdom (Ashur, Nimrud, Shaurkin, Durwa Nineveh) and the rise of the Babylonian dynasty (Babylon and Caldin) strengthened commercial dynamism and war. The Gutay tribe, a fierce nomad who destroyed the Atadik Empire,
ruled Mesopotamian politics until it was defeated by the allied kingdoms of Sumerian, which experienced a revival (the so-called Neo-Sumerian era). Babylon's king, Murabi, came up from the relative darkness of a small kingdom inserted into a complex urban state system, but he came to power for 43 years. He is best remembered for his
famous legal norms engraved on the dedication Stella. Babylon became a nerve center for research and intellectual activities, arts and literary achievements. However, it was a short-lived phenomenon following the looting of the HititAnatorian and the supremacy of The Cassite. The late Bronze Age (1700-1100 AEC) the rise of the Casita
Dynasty (lack of Zagros are now believed to be do-Iranian, and the conquest of Babylon changed the balance of power and culture. The so-called Bronze Age collapse preceded the discovery of iron metallurgy, which both Hititand and Cassite had effectively used in weapons. Babylonian culture began to decline, and Casita supremacy
was inherited by The Elamita supremacy, and Aramai Semites established himself. The small kingdom of Assyria carried out a series of successful military operations and was able to establish itself as a particularly prosperous ultra-national power during the reigns of Tigleteser I (1115-1076 BC) and Astavanipal II (884-859). The Collapse
of the Bronze Age (c. 1250-1150 AEC) destroyed or weakened most Mesopotamian cities, followed by short dark eras. Ashnasirpal II Wall Relief by Geni (CC BY-SA) Iron Age (1000-500 BC) This era saw the meteoric rise and expansion of the so-called neo-Assyrian Empire, Tiglateser III (r. 745-727 AEC), Sargon II (r. 722-705 AEC),
Sennahirib (r. 705 – 681 AEC) Essar haddon (r. 681-669 AEC) Astavanifal / Sardapala (r. 6688 Israel, 668-Egyptian conquest) empire was rapidly indesitor and shiite slates due to internal instability and internal decline. The reintegration of the Hitite neighbours (neo-Hitite Empire) and The Mitani preferred the injury of the neo-Babylonian
Empire, which king Nebuchador II destroyed Jerusalem and drove the inhabitants into so-called Babylonian captivity (the monarch was Nabuco of Verdi - N.d.T.). T.'s famous fictional protagonist.). He also worked on extensive reconstruction campaigns in Babylon in famous buildings such as the Istar Gate and Babylon's Great Eartherrat
Ethereumanki (which crashed in history from the Bible rereading of the Tower of Babyl). The fall of Babylon in the conquest of Cirus II in Persia in 539 BC eventually ended Babylonian culture. After the occupation of Babylon, the whole of Mesopotamia became part of the Akemenid empire. This period witnessed the rapid cultural decline
of the region. After the occupation of ancient and late-ancient (500 BC - 7th century EC) Babylon, the whole of Mesopotamia became part of the Akemenid empire. This period witnessed the rapid cultural decline of the region, mainly due to the loss of knowledge of cunning writing. The subsequent conquest of Alexander the Great 331
cllenized the culture, but Macedonia himself tried to return Babylon to the glory of knowledge, but the days of his glory passed. After Alexander's death, his general Selukus seized control of the region and established the Seleucid dynasty, which ruled until 126 BC, which patus surrendered. In turn the Sasanid rule (ethnic Persian people).
Bertman was devastated by Mesopotamia under the Sasanid Empire, and the fields were either dry or swamped (58). At the time of roman conquest (115-117 EC), Mesopotamia was mostly helled up, but lacked unity and forgotten gods and ancient traditions. The Romans introduced improvements to the new local infrastructure network
through the introduction of Roman law and the introduction of more efficient roads, sewers and waterway networks, but the region would be desperately entangled in the war between the Roman emperor and other neighboring countries. The remnants of Mesopotamian culture were wiped out by the Conquest of Arab Muslims in the 7th
century EC, which introduced the unity of law, language, religion and culture under Islam. As Bertman pointed out, the history of ancient Mesopotamia ends with the Islamic conquest of 651EC. Today, the metropolis along the Tigris and Euphrates rivers is made up of sand, debris and bricks from dry plains and is not yet affected by
archaeological exploration. The fertile land crescent has become a hysteria because of human intervention (soil erosion and over-agricultural exploitation, uncontrolled urban development) and climate change. Queen of the Night Flaby David Ferro (CC BY) Many of the most basic aspects of modern life still retain mesopotamia heritage,
one of them the sex publishing division of minutes and time. The Mets conclude: Because the well-being of the community relied on careful observation of natural phenomena, scientific and protoscience activities accounted for most of the priest's time. The Sumerians, for example, believed that each god would be represented by numbers:
the divine number 60 for Ann was their basic calculation unit. One hour, the degree of the circle is a Sumerick concept. The elaborately developed agricultural and irrigation systems allowed the development of large cities to allow sumerians to accumulate production surpluses.4 Urbanization, wheels, writing, astronomy, mathematics, wind
energy, irrigation, animal livestock, and eventually rewritten in the Hebrew scriptures, many of the stories that provide the basis for the Old Christian Testament all came from the land of Mesopotamia. Kramer's list of Mesopotamian primates is surprising in his book The Story of Sumerian, but his contribution to world culture is not limited to
them. Mesopotamians influenced Egyptian and Greek culture through long-distance trade and cultural proliferation, and this culture had some influence on Roman culture, which would later set the standard symbattle for development. The spread of Western civilization. Mesopotamia in general, and especially Sumerian, has injected into
the world some of the most persistent cultural characteristics; The city and the great palace have been in ruins for thousands of years, but their legacy of the modern age has been spilled and continued. In the 19th century, archaeologists of various nationalities traveled to Mesopotamia to carry out excavations that confirmed old-language
Biblical records. The Bible was mistakenly considered to be the oldest book in the world, and the myth of the page was originally composed. However, archaeologists looking for physical evidence to support the scriptures have shown the opposite when the cuneiform character was deciphered by scholar and translator George Smith
(1840-1876) in 1872. The story of the universal flood and noah's ark, the fall of man, the concept of the Eden Garden, and even Job's mourning were recorded centuries ago in Mesopotamia. When Kunform was finally interpreted, the ancient earth in the river became modern and changed itself and the world of people. The story of the
discovery of sumerian civilization and the story of cuneiform tablets infuses new freedoms of research and intellectual devotion in all areas of knowledge; The biblical story is not the original work of Jewish culture, and i understood that the world is obviously much older than it is and much older than the churches claim - if the troublesome
claims made before Greater Egypt, succeeded, fell, and troubled claims by religious authorities and dominant culture evolved in this regard, perhaps they could be wrong with many other things. The spirit of research and the thirst for knowledge in the late 19th century had long overcome the challenge of the paradigm of thought, which
was universally accepted when Smith deciphered the cannibalism, but the discovery of Mesopotamian culture and religion further encouraged this process. In ancient times, Mesopotamia transformed and transformed the world with inventions, innovations, and ideas. In the modern world, he was able to literally overturn our way of thinking
about history and our place in it. That's.
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